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From modern to local is not only the transitial process of Taiwan literature 
thoughts in 1960's to 1970's, but also a problem with a huge elucidatory space in 
literature and literary history. Especially, such collisions are more repertoire when 
western modernistic literature as a part of modern in western was landing in the 1960 
's Taiwan which are dependent the United States on political, economic, cultural and 
other dimensions and under the cold war ideology. The paper has studied the roads of 
three local left-wing writers Chen Ying-zhen, Huang Chun-ming and Guo Song-fen in 
the history of Taiwan literature whose writings interwine and transform between 
modernity and localism. Starting from their creative text, the paper tried to break the 
the binary opposition between “modern” and “local” and discuss the value, 
significance and artistic experience of this literary phenomenon. 
The modernistic expression form and aesthetic traits in Chen Ying-zhen early 
novel mainly came from the author personal feelings in the depressed environment .It 
was a spiritual battlefield belonging to a left-wing youth that his thoughts of left-wing 
was initial rudiments at the beginning of a literature in the special ages. At the same 
time, by criticizing Zhong li-he’s novels, Chen Ying-zhen had put forward the concept 
of “local literature” which showed his local tendency. After 1965, he had criticized 
Taiwan modernism. In 1975, Chen Ying-zhen turned to local left-wing after released. 
In this period, he had been criticizing neo-colonialism and capitalism aiming at the 
representative nations such as United States and Japan. He had established literary 
viewpoint to the third world and standing criticized the view of Taiwan’s 
independence and independence in Taiwan literary history.  
The early novels of Huang Chun-ming focused on the representation of man’s 
isolate. After a brief period in modernism, his fictions turned to shape the tough and 
self-esteem of local nobody, and write loneliness and ridiculousness between two 














Apple and the other novels which showed the similar theme to get economic benefit 
with impaired mind and criticized neo-colonialism in 1970s. 
Guo Song-fen is a special case. In his early stage, Guo Song-fen was from 
existentialism to Jean-Paul Sartre. Via Jean-Paul Sartre, he went to the left-wing. In 
1980s, he walked back to the road of literature. Color of left-wing, local theme, 
modern techniques constructed the aesthetic characters of his novel. 
There is no impassable gulf between “modern” and “local”. Their relationship is 
not binary opposition but mutual fusion and supplement in creation. However, how to 
fuse is often restricted by theme of times, social environment and author's practical 
experience or the needs of artistic expression and so on. 
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台湾现代主义文学思潮发生于上世纪 50 年代中期，在 60 年代蔚然成风，“形
成了中国文学史上规模 大、发展 充分的一次现代主义文学运动”。①作为对
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